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“Five Things You Should Know About Quantile Regres-
sion”, Invited Speaker: Bob Rodriguez, SAS Institute, 
Thursday, November 16, 3:45pm-4:45pm, at UCR Alumni & 
Visitors Center (see Page 2 for details). 

 
                  

Invited Speaker: Bob Rodriguez, SAS Institute, Saturday, 
November 18, 10am-2:30pm, in Segerstrom Science Cen-
ter, Room 162, at Azusa Pacific University (see Page 3). 

10am-11:30am “Statistical Model Building for Large, Complex 
Data:  Five New Directions in SAS/STAT® Software” 
11:30am-12pm Light lunch and Talk by Arnold Goodman “View 
of SCASA Evolution by its First President” 
12pm-1:30pm “Moving to the Middle: Meeting Rising Expecta-
tions for Statisticians as Leaders” 
1:30pm-2:30pm SCASA Business Meeting (everyone is wel-
come)   

 

S C A S A :  S O U T H E R N  

C A L I F O R N I A  C H A P T E R  

O F  T H E  A M E R I C A N  

S T A T I S T I C A L  

A S S O C I A T I O N  



6TH ANNUAL GOKHALE
UNDERGRADUATE LECTURE

Abstract:                                                                                                                    
Students taking their first course in statistics learn to describe data with quantiles, better 
known as percentiles. Yet despite the widespread use of quantiles for data summarization, 
relatively few statisticians are acquainted with quantile regression for data modeling. 
Quantile regression fits conditional quantiles of a response with a general linear model that 
assumes no parametric form for the response distribution; it gives you information that you 
would not obtain directly from least squares regression methods.

This talk explains the basic concepts and benefits of quantile regression. Quantile 
regression yields valuable insights in applications such as risk management, where 
answers to important questions lie in the tails of the conditional distribution. Furthermore, 
quantile regression can model the entire conditional distribution, which is essential for 
applications such as ranking the performance of students on standardized exams. New 
computational techniques, combined with theoretical advances, make it practical to do 
variable selection for quantile regression with large data that are prevalent in scientific 
research and business analytics.

Robert N. Rodriguez, 
SAS Institute

November 16, 2017
3:45 p.m. – 4:45 p.m.

UCR Alumni & Visitors Center
A reception will be held beginning at 3:15 p.m. prior to lecture.

About the Speaker:
Robert N. Rodriguez is a senior director in SAS Research & Development with responsibility for the 
development of statistical software, including SAS/STAT and SAS/QC.  He received his PhD in statistics 
from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and worked as a research statistician at General 
Motors Research Laboratories before joining SAS in 1983.  Bob is a Fellow of the American Statistical 
Association and served as ASA president in 2012.

Please RSVP to Jill E. Smith at jill.smith@ucr.edu by November 8, 2017.

Five Things You Should Know 
about Quantile Regression

mailto:jill.smith@ucr.edu
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2017-2018 SCASA KICK-OFF MEETING 
Everyone is welcome! It is a free event! Student attendees will receive free annu-
al SCASA membership ($6 value) ! 
The Kick-off will take place on Saturday, November 18, 11am to 2:30pm, in Segerstrom Science Cen-
ter, Room 162, Azusa Pacific University. Parking is free and plenty, right in front of the building. 
Our featured speaker is Dr. Bob Rodriguez, a   senior  director  in  Research  &  Development, at SAS 
Institute, Cary, NC, and a former ASA president.  The schedule for the event is as follows: 
10am – 11:30am Talk #1 Statistical Model Building for Large, Complex Data: Five New Direc-
tions in SAS/STAT Software 
11:30am – 12pm Light lunch inside the auditorium, 11:45am –  12pm Talk by Arnold Goodman 
titled "View of SCASA Evolution by its First President"  
12:pm – 1:30pm Talk #2 Moving to the Middle: Meeting Rising Expectations for Statistical 
Leaders  
1:30pm – 2:30pm SCASA Business Meeting (everyone is welcome to stay) 

Talk #1: Statistical Model Building for Large, Complex Data:  Five New Directions in SAS/
STAT® Software The increasing size and complexity of data in today’s research and business applications require a 
more versatile set of tools for building explanatory and predictive statistical models. This presentation provides a high-
level tour of five modern approaches that are available in recent releases of SAS/STAT®: building sparse regression 
models with the GLMSELECT procedure, building generalized linear models with the HPGENSELECT procedure, building 
quantile regression models with the QUANTSELECT procedure, fitting generalized additive models with the GAMPL pro-
cedure, and building classification and regression trees with the HPSPLIT procedure. For each of these approaches, the 
presentation reviews the key concepts and illustrates the practical benefits. 
Talk #2: Moving to the Middle: Meeting Rising Expectations for Statisticians as Leaders A wide 
variety of companies, ranging from the pharmaceutical industry to the technology sector, are increasingly looking for 
statisticians to lead efforts that are motivating strategy and creating value by exploiting new types of data. This demand 
presents our profession with an unprecedented opportunity to gain visibility and influence, but it forces us to think dif-
ferently about the roles and preparation of statisticians. Although we have traditionally contributed and collaborated in 
technical roles, we are now called to be leaders. What is driving the need for statistical leadership in business, industry, 
and government? Why are statistical leaders so highly prized? How do we equip our students and young professionals 
for leadership roles? In order to explore these questions, the American Statistical Association organized a series of dis-
cussions with corporate executives who are hiring statisticians and data scientists and expect them to be leaders. This 
presentation summarizes the rising expectations for statistical leaders that these conversations revealed, and it describes 
how our association, along with several other organizations, is pioneering training for statisticians in presentation and 
leadership skills. 

If you haven’t already done so, please indicate your intent to attend at our meetup site 
https://www.meetup.com/sc-asa/?_cookie-check=ZvkN4pqyjaVZgW3w 

[An accurate head count is needed primarily for lunch serving purposes.] 
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Post-Event Report: Traveling Course on Quantile 
Regression Scores at the 99th Percentile 

By Catherine Sugar, UCLA 
 Each year SCASA teams up with our friends at other nearby chapters 
to apply for and host an ASA Traveling Course. The speakers and topics 
are hand-picked by the national organization; the local chapters provide 
the venue--and of course the audience! This year's chosen course was 
Quantile Regression in Practice with Dr. Yonggang Yao, a Principal Statisti-
cian Developer at the SAS Institute. The SCASA rendition of the workshop 
was held on Friday, October 20th, at UCLA and was attended by over three 
dozen students, academic researchers and professional practitioners. Dr. 

Yao not only laid out the core concepts 
and models for both standard single-
level quantile regression and more advanced multi-variate quan-
tile process regression, but also provided a host of useful exam-
ples and computational procedures. (Indeed, he has developed 
most of the core QR procedures in SAS himself!) Attendees re-
peatedly remarked that they had not realized how rich a class of 
problems could be conceptualized and solved using QR tech-
niques and were eager to apply it to their own work. SCASA 
members will also be excited to learn that SAS is now providing 

a free edition of their software for individual SAS learners. More information can be found at https://
www.sas.com/en_us/learn/software/university-edition.html One does not have to be a student 
or university faculty member to use this edition of the software and it supports all the QR techniques 
presented at the workshop.  
We were particularly pleased to welcome a diverse audience for this year's workshop, including not 
only SCASA regulars but also a host of new members from sister fields including epidemiology, 
health policy and management and community health sciences, 
many of whom commented on what an efficient and accessible 
way this was to learn new methods that were highly relevant for 
their own work. Short courses are an ideal mechanism to bring 
together people from all aspects of statistics to learn, network 
and exchange ideas. Several SCASA members have already vol-
unteered to host internal workshops for us in the future; if you 
are aware of someone who could teach a good course--or 
would like to do so yourself--please let us know! Meanwhile, 
the 2018 ASA Traveling Course list has just been posted and 
includes topics ranging from applied longitudinal analysis to missing data, clinical trials, data mining, 
meta-analysis, Bayesian computation, and network analysis. Have a look at http://
community.amstat.org/coc/chapterresources/travelingcourse and let us know if you have a 
favorite topic as we plan for next year's workshop! 
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If you would like to submit an entry to the next issue, 
please contact me at  Olga.Korosteleva@csulb.edu.  
Yours Truly, Olga Korosteleva, Your Editor-in-Chief 

       Dr. Normalcurvesaurus, Ph.D.  
                         presents                                 
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